2. To maintain this Award status
during subsequent years, the Unit
Website must exhibit continuous
improvement over time. This will be
expressed via inclusion of new and
constantly updated informational
content.
3. During the month of December
1998, our Team will visit all Websites that have earned this award for
1998. We will use this opportunity
to re-affirm the above criteria, and if
warranted, grant the “1999 Quality
Unit Website” award. There is no
need to re-up!

Pluggable Authentication
Modules
Ho-Sheng Hsiao
Traditionally, authentication of the
users have been within the responsibility of system software. The login,
remote shell, and recently, ssh have
all defended the operating system
from attack. However, despite
advances in encryption, integration
of these encryption technology with
authentication has lagged behind.
System designers are stuck with the
default security and authentic ation
packages with little flexibility to
customize for a specific situation or
need.
Pluggable Authentication Modules,
or PAM, provide the flexibility
needed today. PAM seperates the
authentication from the actual software. The software may request
authentication service. However,
the method of authentication is com
pletely up to the system administrator. Because the PAM system
dynamically loads the authentication modules, one can use less wellsupported authentication methods
without rewriting all the software
requiring its use. In addition, a system administrator can stack PAM
modules, thus providing combined
authentication services.

Wozniak Joins Exploring Department
The Scouter
Alicia Wozniak started with the Exploring
Department in March and has not slowed down.
Currently she is working on the Recognition Dinner. Career Interest Surveys, popcorn and just getting to know all the Posts in Franklin county.
Alicia is exited about her job and looks forward to
the Mohican Wilderness Canoe trip in July.
Alicia graduated from OSU in December with a
degree in Communications. Alicia is from Westlake, Ohio (suburb of Cleveland) and has an older
brother and sister. When she is not busy starting a
new Exploring Post, Alicia likes to draw, dance
and rock climb.
For example, a hardware vendor provided a device that scans the retinal. To
use this device with traditional authentication modules requires a rewrite of the
login, remote shell, and any other application that requires a retinal scan. This
requires the source-code, time, effort,
and pain. However, with PAM-enabled
login, remote shell, or whatever, the
hardware vendor -- or you -- need only
to write an authentication module that
interfaces with the retinal scan device.
Next, change a few lines in the configuration files, and now users must also pass
a retinal scan in addition to the usual
user-name and password. One can apply
this kind of a support to other authentication devices, such as fingerprints, voiceprints, hand-writing recognition, and
face recognition.
Although a retinal-scan is a bit farfetched for current seucrity needs, what
is available provides scaliability. Currently available authentication modules
include (but isn’t limited to) time-of-day
(login only durring certain time periods,
like office hours), cracklib (verify a
crack-resistant password), Kerberos 4,
Kerberos 5, and shadow passwords.
PAM-enabled login, rsh , xdm, and xlock
are all available. Some implementations
of PAM works with NIS services. There
is rumour of an PAM-enabled ssh in
development.
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Alicia Wozniak
Simon Kenton Council
Exploring Division

Futhermore, one could stack modules
marginally related with traditional
authentication. Access accounting, for
example, requires only the addition of an
accounting module. Another example is
the chroot module for the truly paranoid.
Chroot maps the user’s access of “/” to
some other directory, forcing the user to
a restricted branch of the filesystem tree.
Or, the module might be informative. A
mail module notifies the user of new
mail.
PAM has great potential. Due to the
explosion of the internet, there are
numerous web-sites that uses a loginpassword authentication. However, the
password usually requires a seperate,
sometimes weaker, password database.
By writing a PAM-enabled CGI interface, the web site can take advantage of
a system-wide authentication, or use the
flexibility of PAM to create tailoredmade authentication. Other applications
include POP-client authentication, extranet and intranet access to sensitive corporate databases, or just an extra layer of
authentication for the remote climate
control system.
Sounds interesting? An implementation
of the PAM framework, and suite of
PAM-enabled software is available for
Linux (Redhat 5.0) and Solaris 2.6.
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Congratulations, Explorer Post 369!
The Lord Baden-Powell Awards Team
As you may be aware, the Post 369 Website was recently nominated for the Lord
Baden-Powell Award for Scouting
Excellence on the World Wide Web.
Well, our Scouting Webmasters have
finally completed their visits to the
Explorer Post 369 pages, and the evaluations are in. While our process is slow,
we are deliberate!
On behalf of the Lord Baden-Powell
Awards Team, I am honored to inform
you that your site at:
http://post369.columbus.oh.us/
has qualified for the QUALITY UNIT
WEBSITE AWARD, our highest recognition for a Scouting (or Exploring!)
Unit / organization-based Website.
To learn more about the Quality Unit
Award, please visit:
                  !" 

Your very-high-quality effort has satisfied our stringent evaluation criteria in a
satisfactory manner. It is our hope that
other Scouting webmasters world-wide,
will utilize award-winning Scout-sites
like Explorer Post 369’s as an example
when initiating their organization’s
WWW publishing efforts.

Our warmest congratulations for all of
your hard work. Just a personal note to
say that when we first visited Post 369’s
pages, we were impressed! Our more
recent visits to your ‘new-and-improved’
site left us amazed! Your site is content
rich, and very well written. You’ve done
a GREAT job!
Award Requirements
To meet the Quality Unit Web-site criteria, candidate Scouting and/or Guiding
Web-sites must satisfy the following criteria:
1. Scout - Guide Group Identification
(required) - Identify your organization
completely, and indicate local Unit interrelationships by including:
• Links to your local Council/District
home pages (if applicable)
• Links to your National Organization
pages
• Links to related pages (related units
located within your area)
• Indicate Unit physical location (i.e.
City, State, Province, County, Country, etc.)
2. Your Website Must Be Team-Based
(required) - Your site must involve all
elements of your Organization in the
planning, implementation and upkeep of
the site or page. In other words, this
should NOT be a “one person show.”
The identification of the Web management team responsible for the site is
required. The purpose of which is to
facilitate communications with visitors
to the Web-site.
3. Camping and Outdoor Activities
(required) - Tell about a recent (within
the last few months) campout or outdoor
activity that at least 50 percent of the
youth’s membership participated in. This
should include where the campout or
outdoor activity was held, the purpose of
the activity or campout, and the results
gained from the event (increased
advancement, fun, personal growth,
etc.). For District or Council-level camp
or outdoor activities, stats showing
majority participation in these events
should be shown.
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4. Unit Training Programs - Provide
public access to a summary all scheduled training classes and orientation
programs that are available to Unit
members and leaders. This should
include session descriptions, dates,
locations, prerequisites, and contact
names, e-mail addresses, and phone
numbers.
5. Community Service - Tell the visitor about a recent (within the last
year) Service Project undertaken by
the Unit or Organization. The idea
here is to share how the project was
organized, implemented, coordinated... and completed. The service
must be rendered to a group or organization external to Scouting or Guiding.
6. Advancement - Tell the visitor
about the Unit or Organization’s
recent Scout (and/or Scouter)
advancements
and
recognitions
(within the last six months).
7. Organizational Communication Have transcripts or summaries of Unit
management or Committee meetings,
or Council Executive Board meetings
(if applicable) available for downloading.
8. Resources - Include hyper-linked
references to on-line Scouting program resources. This should include
Scout and Scouter ‘helps’ in the areas
of advancement requirements, special
program requirements, and / or other
on-line resources of use to your local
Unit Scouting programs. Links to
National Scouting or Guiding
resources (such as Boys’ Life and
Scouter magazine (USA) or other program ‘helps’) is a plus here.
Important Notes
1. Organizations that meet at least six
of the eight goals above (including the
first three which are required), qualify
as “Quality Unit Websites” for 1998.
As such, qualifying Websites have
earned the right to display the “Quality
Unit Website” Award during the year
for which it is awarded.

in MMX that Sun customers already
have.
Bottom Line
Sun workstation users enjoy the cutting-edge advances in multimedia
and graphics that users of other
workstations and PC workstations
only dream about and will have to
wait a long while before they see it
on their computers.

Look Before You Leap, What
influences your IT buying
decision?
www.sun.com
Compaq Computer Corp.’s latest
advertising (see the April 6 issue of
Business Week, for example) boasts
that “The future of enterprise computing lies not just in scalability,
manageability and reliability, but
also in dramatically lower cost of
ownership. A reality no one understands better than Compaq and
Microsoft.”
At Sun, we view this as a pretty
weak argument. Prices can change
as quickly as the weather, but building true RAS -- Reliability, Availability, Serviceability -- into an
enterprise server operating system
like Solaris takes years.
In an executive viewpoint titled
“Microsoft: The Joker of Enterprise IS Computing,” 1 the Aberdeen Group said that Microsoft has
NOT delivered the production-quality, enterprise-level products that
organizations can use. What it has
delivered are versions of products
that embody what it has learned to
date and demonstrate the directions
it is going.
The Aberdeen Group points out that
scalability, security, stability and
maintainability problems continue
  #  $   % &'$ $    $$( )'$  
1.
! **#+ $(!',# *+ *!+ -#  

to be reported by experienced production
users of NT 4.0. The research firm concludes that Microsoft is headed in the
right direction for delivering a trusted
enterprise-computing operating environment - it is just not there yet.
The bottom line is this, if your server
can’t scale as your business grows, or if
its reliability is questionable, or if it costs
you more in payroll overhead than a system with built-in management software,
what’s the true cost of the system? If a
system isn’t scalable, the money you
save now will be small change compared
to the cost of changing platforms down
the road.
For anyone who cares to check, the press
has lambasted Microsoft for the past year
for its ridiculous claims that NT is scalable. And industry analysts have made
similar, albeit more polite comparisons
of UNIX to NT. Both groups of influencers expect that NT will be truly enterprise-worthy sometime down the road.
Perhaps in the next two to five years.
The Aberdeen Group report pointed out
that Microsoft’s marketing messages
have gotten ahead of its products capabilities for enterprise-level, production
computing. Your business is going to
grow. But is your business prepared to
wait for Microsoft technology to catch
up with Microsoft technobabble? That’s
the question you need to ask yourself.
In the meantime, we invite you to read
some recent opinions from industry analysts:
In SolarisTM Outpaces NT for Enterprice Intranets2, industry research firm
D.H. Brown says:
• While NT has emerged as a very successful alternative for supporting file
and print sharing in workgroup environments, its functions continue to
fall short of being able to support
enterprise requirements.
• At a time when other UNIX vendors
are increasingly adopting strategic
       .$'$      '$  '$ )/ & %  ',
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roles for NT, Sun has strengthened its
focus, extending its role as a leading
UNIX visionary.
In an executive whitepaper, Interoperability: Possibility or Elusive Dream?3 the
Aberdeen Group made the following
conclusions:
• Do not move to NT Server as your
dominant platform if you need to continue to interoperate with other platforms. This operating system is not
mature enough to handle the responsibility, nor is Microsoft showing much
interest providing its customers with
interoperability other than publishing
its APIs. Microsoft is, in effect, hoping that the popularity of NT will
drive others to create what is needed
for it to interoperate - or it is waiting
to totally take over IS operations.
• Do feel more comfortable trusting
top-tier UNIX suppliers to increasingly provide more interoperability
features and functions over time.
• Sun Microsystems is fully capable of
taking the lead in providing the enterprise with well regarded interoperability product, support and services.
This needs to be stressed since many
senior executives have made the
incorrect assumption that since Sun is
a “pure” UNIX shop, and competes
fiercely with Microsoft, that it can not
interoperate with Microsoft platforms. Our research shows that, to our
satisfaction, Sun does very well in
heterogeneous environments.
So. Here’s the Reality Check: What
are you going to believe? A paid
advertisement in Business Week, or
the assessment of independent industry analysts?

0       % &'$ 1   $$)#   ! **-
*- 0 ! !  
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What is VIS?
Why is a PC not a Workstation?
Because it is VISTM-ually impaired.
www.sun.com
This is the third of a three-part series
comparing and contrasting workstations
and PCs. Parts one and two discussed
graphics and operating systems. In part
three, we show that the central processor
plays a critical role in delivering the kind
of performance technical and creative
professionals demand and how the Sun
UltraSPARCTM processor with the
built-in VISTM instruction set widens
the difference between a workstation and
a PC even further.

VIS is a comprehensive set of multimedia instructions dedicated to accelerating
3D/2D graphics, video and audio operations, significantly enhancing the performance of a multimedia application on a
Sun workstation. Besides being the first
such instruction set in the industry, VIS
was and still is the most complete set of
graphics instructions ever integrated into
a general-purpose microprocessor. VIS
is part of the SPARC V9 specification
and is implemented in UltraSPARC I, II
and II-i series of microprocessors from
Sun.
What Can VIS Do?

Why a PC is not a Workstation?
Because it is VIS-ually impaired !
Sun workstations are a product of Sun’s
constant effort to achieve a singular
vision: to satisfy the high expectations
and deliver the high performance
demanded by today’s technical and creative professionals. All efforts in innovation at Sun are aimed at enhancing
system performance and optimizing efficiency in highly demanding multimedia
applications.
One capability that differentiates Sun’s
workstations from all others is the
UltraSPARCTM processor with VISTM
instruction set. The UltraSPARC line of
processors places Sun workstation
among the frontrunners in RISC performance. UltraSPARC processor has the
horsepower to handle the computational
challenge of the more than 2000 scientific/technical applications that run on
the Sun platform. In addition, it differentiates itself from the crowd by offering
high-bandwidth access to memory and
peripherals by another of Sun’s innovations, the UPA interconnect technology.
Further, unlike the competition, UltraSPARC processors have multimedia processing capabilities provided by the VIS
instruction set that bring to the desktop
multimedia capabilities that previously
required dedicated hardware.
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VIS enables the UltraSPARC processor
to process a set of picture elements (pixels) simultaneously -- up to eight pixels
at once -- accomplishing in one instruction what would take other processors at
least eight instructions or more. The
superior design of the UltraSPARC processor with 4-scalar instruction throughput (which enables it to execute four
instructions in one clock cycle) enables
linear scalability for multiprocessing
systems, providing an additional VIS
engine with each processor. VIS also
leverages UltraSPARC’s nine-stage
pipeline and 64-bit integer processing
capabilities to further streamline graphical processes. Integer registers within the
CPU address data computations, while
the floating-point registers manipulate
information. This division of responsibilities increases data throughput.
UltraSPARC processors have multiple
floating-point, integer and graphics units
on the chip to allow an application to use
the UltraSPARC processing horsepower
to its fullest. For example, animation
applications that use the VIS technology
perform essential operations such as
image manipulation or real-time video
decompression without needing external
dedicated media processors. One disadvantage of having external media processors is the huge hit that the
application performance takes while
waiting for the data to arrive from memory over the local bus. UltraSPARC with
VIS has on-chip data and instruction
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caches and a large external cache,
thereby eliminating the most serious
bottleneck in computing today -memory access time.
Motion Commotion
VIS also includes special instructions
for motion estimation, a technique
used to code real-time video for compression. Motion estimation takes
advantage of the minimal changes in
the position of images from one frame
to the next. This allows the UltraSPARC to perform hundreds of comparisons within a specific region of the
image. Where the motion compensation process for eight pixels would
require 48 instructions and even
higher clock cycles in most other processors, the UltraSPARC processor
with VIS technology reduces this
compute-intensive operation for eight
pixels into just one clock cycle.
Many processors have since followed
Sun’s lead by offering graphics extensions to their microprocessors. However, nobody comes close to VIS in
offering a comprehensive instruction
set, high-performance number crunching, high-bandwidth to memory AND
all of this across a processor line that
power the low-end Ultra-5 to high-end
enterprise servers.
PCs Not There
The graphical extensions to microprocessors found in the typical PC have
yet to overcome the technological(that
is, performance) edge that Sun’s workstations hold. Instructions for 3-D
graphics operations and video compression, for example, are still only in
the planning stages for Intel’s MMX2.
Furthermore, although MMX began
shipping in early 1997, the majority of
users will not derive any benefit from
the capabilities of its current offerings.
There would have to be a new generation of infrastructure for MMX support, including new operating systems
(such as Windows 98 or Windows NT
5.0), new compilers, run-time libraries
and developer tools in order to see
even half of the multimedia capabilites

always up the rate for the next person if you think you’re charging too
little. A good intern can make $812/hr, part time working for a web
design firm. An entry level person,
$12-16/hr. You may want to start out
around there. If you are too far
above what he expected, he’ll probably just try to end the conversation.
At that point, ask him what he thinks
is reasonable and be prepared to
offer somewhere between 1/3 more
and half way between his offer and
yours (for example, if you said 20/hr
and he said 10/hr, you’d want to go
no more than 13/hr. However, if you
said 15 and he said 10, you’d go to
12.50)

Web Page design prices.
Gus Frezoulis frezoulis.1@osu.edu
The best way to price yourself is
against the competition. Do you
know what firms are charging? Well
why don’t you find out what they
typically charge for something you
are about to do. One large company
I know of in Columbus that does
these types of things is called
E=mc2. I have seen their adds on
campus but don’t know their numbers. Then manage to make yourself
cheaper. That is how you force them
to come to you. And when you make
it cheaper make it significantly
cheaper because larger companies
have much more to offer than you
can currently. Once you come up
with a price then step back and take
a look at the picture. Is the money
your going to make worth the headache? By headache I mean long
hours of work. Can you manage to
make decent hourly money based on
the price you are going to give him.
If you don’t see a good hourly wage
from this judgement then its probably not worth your time. If you plan
on charging him an hourly wage
then make sure that you are significantly cheaper and that you are still
working for a decent wage. That is
my experience with business practice in general.

Web Page design prices.
James D. Corder www.cor

der.com

There is only one question: “What do
you want?”
• Do you want the money?
• Do you want the opportunity?
• Do you want to add the bi-line to your
resume?
• Do you want to do it because you
think it would be fun and/or neat?
• Do you want the bragging rights?
It is not important what the others are
charging. It is important what the client
is willing to pay! It is important what you
think you are worth!
Ok, I have a friend that was charged a flat
rate of $25,000.00 to build his page. It is
5 months later and it is still not on line.
When you are competent in what you do
and how long it will take you, flat rate is
best!!! Can you deliver it in the time you
state you can and are you comfortable in
the amount you will receive for that time.
If it takes more time than you estimated
you can’t go back for more!
When I am not required to go on site to
do work, I charge a flat rate by the
project. When I am required to be on site
I charge an hourly rate. Why? The customer tends to want me to do a 60 hour
week, and most of that is out of hours. By
the nature of what I do, it can’t be done
during normal business hours, and they
want me at their beckon call. Therefore,
I charge a premium for out-of-hours
work.
Pay Rate
M-F

S&S

Holidays

6:00a-8:00a

1.5x

2x

3.5x

8:00a-7:00p

1x

1.5x

3x

7:00p-11:000p

1.5x

2x

3.5x

11:00p-6:00a

2x

3x

4x

• Time and a half anything over 8 hours
in one day.
• Hours billed if I work on-site or at
home.
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If this is a big site with many pages
charge hourly. If the customer is going to
ask for many revisions, charge hourly.
If this is a small project, few pages,
charge a flat rate. If you do the work and
then walk away charge a flat rate.
Ok, I charge hourly when I think the client is going to eak into my “fun time”
non-Mon through Fri 8:00am to
7:00pm... I charge flat rate when they
think it will take more time than I think it
will... I like to charge a flat rate when I
am paying for the services of others
under a 1099 and therefore I don’t have
to pay overtime.
Jon, forget about the money, do it for the
fun. Hay, what would an extra $500.00 in
your pocket do for you? What if the customer can recommend you. I love it
when I have a bunch of little projects
with no due dates that I can fit into my
time table:-) What if you could do a site
a month and get an extra $500.00 a
month??? Do it for however much you
want and don’t tell anyone how much
you charged. It is none of their business.
Remember that nothing is work until
you would rather be doing something
else. If you are getting paid to play,
GREAT!!!

Human Identification
James D. Corder
I get tired of reading stories about new
technology that helps protect you
through identification. Retinal Scans,
palm scans, finger print scans, voice
scans and little plastic cards. UCK! In
the past people stole your identification
to steel your belongings. Now they will
steel your body parts to steel your
belongings. As society takes the word of
devices to prove one’s existence over
that of the spoken word it becomes hard
to prove that someone is not you who has
stolen your identity! To many people
think of the neat-o technology and not
the future. What’s next a chip implanted
under ones skin at birth or a bar code on
one’s forehead:-(
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Why I want to be Toadie Page
Chris Gauger
Age 13

Web Page design prices.
Jon Schlegel
chaos@iwaynet.net
I need a little financial advice from anyone willing. Here is my situation:
A business owner is seeking my services
to create a professional looking web
page for their company. I feel my abilities are well sufficient, however, I have
never done this for anyone other than
myself or close friends, moreover I have
never charged for creating a web page.
Is there any standard? Do I bill hourly?
Do I charge a flat fee? A combination?

I am a Page. What is a Page? A Page is
the Patrol Leader for the Toadies. I’m a
Life Scout and an Assistant Senior Patrol
Leader. So, I’ve had some experience in
leading, but I’m still prepared to learn
more from the Explorers or even the
other Toadies.

What are some fair rates? I know there
are companies devoted to this kind of
thing that charge thousands, but they also
maintain the companies servers, and
continue to update the pages.

My reason for wanting to be a Page can
be summed up in two words: fun & more
fun.

I’m worried that I will either charge far
too little and my work will not be appreciated, and be taken for granted. Or that
I will charge too much and lose the
opportunity to be hired.

I had so much fun when I was just a regular Toadie I can’t imagine how it will
improve now that I’m Page. I think that
moving up to Page has improved my self
esteem greatly and also helped me on the
road to Eagle Scout.

Thanks for any help, and please no jokes
about this vs. the fact that I haven’t done
a page for myself on the post369 page
yet.

Duplication is the Greatest form of flattery!
James D. Corder
Recently several other Explorer Posts have been visiting our Web Site. Their comments about our pages where both positive and negative. All of their comments where
in relationship to the designing of their page.
I must admit that I was flattered when I found out that other Posts where using our site
as their standard. This is a good thing:-) Both the Scouting The Web Award and the
Lord Baden-Powell Award are designed to create standards of excellence. Post 369 has
achieved the highest level of both of these awards. Therefore, our peers have voted us
the best. To be renowned in one’s industry is a remarkable statement. We can not allow
the negative comments of our competition to anger us. We must accept the praise of
our peers! When the competition copies the leader of the pack it is much easier to go
from zero to the best. They don’t have to invent anything. Therefore, we must work
extra hard to keep in first place!
My hats off to Explorer Post 369!
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Web Page design prices.
Stephen Potter
spp@psasolar.colltech.com
2 3#46578:98<;=#>?4#5;=A@;9@CBAD

No. There is no
such thing as a standard pricing for
web design. Much as there is no real
standard on salaries, software prices,
car prices, etc.
2 EGFH3<IJKK 7F)LA9K >MBNEGFH3<O:7;9 PM8Q;SRT;S5U 8:8BWV
O:F)XYIJ=A;S5JF)=WBAD

That will depend on what
you think it will entail. The company I
work for, has done both. As an SA
consultant and as a perl trainer, I’ve
done both. The longer the job, the better hourly is (as a general rule). If you
think it will be fairly short, you are
probably better off going flat fee.
2[Z\7;S5];98^4$F)XY8U ;J9M9;S58:4)BAD

A fair rate is
what you value your time at and what
he values the page at. Consider factors
such as your age, your experience,
your willingness to do the project,
other intangibles. If it is really something you want to do (you think it’ll be
fun or exciting, for example), you may
want to lower your rate a little to make
sure you get it. If this is something you
want to do as a sideline business, you
may want to lower your rates some
more just for the experience. If this is
going to be a one-shot deal, and you
probably don’t ever want to do it
again, you may want to ratchet the rate
up. If you want to appear to be even
more professional that you are, you
may want to up the rate. Is this a small
business owner, or the president of a
multi-national corporation? That will
determine which way you want to take
your rates. Is he going to want ongoing
maintenance and updates? If so, you
may want to keep your rate down for
the repeat business.
2 3W_ Xa`TF)9$9J8:@b57;S53c`TJKKd8:J$578:9 O:7;9 PM81U ;9c5F)F
KJ$5$5K8<;=A@eXW>f`TF)9ge`TJKK]=AFA5hI8<;:iiC98:O:J;S58:@j
;=A@kI8l5;g8:=bU F)9WPM9;=W58:@Cm<nC9o57;S5H3o`TJKK
O:7;9 PM8p5F)FYXYLAO:7q;=A@qKF)4$8H578cF$iiCF)9#5LA=AJ$5 >o5F
I8f7J98:@CmD

Considering your situation,
I’d err on the side of being a little low.
Just because you charge him a certain
rate doesn’t mean that is the only rate
you’ll ever be able to charge. You can

Post Finances
Explorer Post 369 has

Our Principals:
-$1,458.00

Floor Fund Need
Floor Fund In Hand
Pledges Outstanding FF,
Room Fund Needed
Room Fund

1)
2)

$1,200.00
$798.00
$0.00
$3,800.00
$0.00

3)

Honor before all else.
The difference between a
winner and a loser is that
the winner tried one more
time.
K.I.S.M.I.F.

Our Creed:
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Computer Fund Needed
Computer Fund

$0.00
$0.00
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Explorer Post 369:
Up-an-Coming Post Expenses
12/01/98 Post Charter
$30.00
12/01/98 Post Insurance
$85.00
Monthly ExpNews
$75.00

Up-an-Coming Member
Expenses
Perl Book 5/98
Registration 11/01/98

$25.00
$15.00

Explorer Post 369 was chartered
on December 31, 1994 to the Reformation Lutheran Church.
Explorer Post 369 specializes in
UNIX for Programmers while
emphasizing a deep theme of
Engineering Computer Information & Science
Membership in Explorer Post 369
is open to young men and women
between the ages of 14 [and in
high school] and not yet 20.
Annual Membership fees are $15

exp369@post369.columbus.oh.us
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Our Web Page:

http://post369.columbus.oh.us
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Our E-Mail Addresses
Adults Members:
James D. Corder(E)
David J. Alden
Herb Docken
Andy Drake
Todd Edwards
Karl N. Matthias(E)

jimcor@corder.com
Consultant
Institutional Representative
drake.73@osu.edu
edwards.290@osu.edu
matthias.3@osu.edu

Ralph Maurer(E)

Committee Chairman

Tom Niedzielski(E)
Steve Potter
Eric Stewart
Steve Weller(E)

Committee Member
spp@colltech.com
stewart.147@osu.edu
Committee Member

Youth Members:
Josh Corcoran
Matthew Corner
Loc Do
DJ Gregor(E)
Angelos Frezoulis
Gus Frezoulis
Joe Harvey(E)
David Halves
Douglas E. Joseph
John Klapp(E)
Jon Lehman
Joe Prinz
Jon Schlegel
Bill Schwanitz
Mark Sullivan

do.15@osu.edu
dgregor@gregor.com
frezoulis.2@osu.edu
frezoulis.1@osu.edu
joharve4@mail.vt.edu
dhalves@juno.com
klapp.2@osu.edu
jp@columbus.rr.com
chaos@iwaynet.net
type_O-@columbus.rr.com
drake46@juno.com

Post-Toadies:
Chris Gauger(Life)
Ian Jones
Tyler Skirtich

Page Cadet
Toadie
Toadie

(E)
Toadie-Cadet

Eagle Scout
A candidate to become a Toadie

Explorer Post 369
P.O. Box 307218
Gahanna, Ohio 43230
United States of America

We are looking for a new
sponsor for the ExpNews,
Can you help?

Explorer Post 369

ExpNews
VOLUME 5, NUMBER 4, April 1998

What do I charge for my services?
Web Status, For April
Calendar of Events:
May 7
Explorer Recognition Dinner $15.00
May 11
Post Committee Meeting [Gauger’s]
May 12
Munchie Night
May 16
Flower Pickup Date
May 18
EOA Meeting, Galyan’s
May 23
Garage Sale
May 24
ExpNews Deadline
May 26
Pizza Party
May 29-31
Campout with Troop
6/6/83
David Halves
June 8
Post Committee Meeting
June 28/July 4
Summer Camp
July
Java Classes Start
July 25
Canoe Trip
July 30/ August 2
Fort Knox
7/28/78
DJ Gregor
8/17/81
Douglas E. Joseph
9/11/79
Jon Lehman
9/26/78
Angelos Frezoulis
11/10/81
Joe Prinz
11/11/82
Josh Corcoran
12/11/78
Joe Harvey
12/14/75
Gus Frezoulis
December 22
Christmas Pizza Party
12/30/75
Loc Do
December 31National Young American Award Deadline

Flower Sale
James D. Corder

Explorer Post 369’s Garage Sale
James D. Corder
Explorer Post 369 is going to have a
Garage Sale on Saturday June 6th
8:00am to 4:00pm. The youth members
will be arriving at 6:30am to set up.
We need your old stuff. So, as you do
your spring cleaning: Don’t through out
your old stuff! Bring it to the Post
Garage Sale or arrange for it to be picked
up!
The funds from the Flower Sale and the
Garage Sale will be utilized to pay for
the Post’s new classroom:-) 50% of the
profits go to the youth that earned them
to pay for their uniform and/or Summer
Camp. The other 50% will go to the floor
fund.
Your help and generous donations will
be deeply appreciated!
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The Explorer Code
As an ExplorerÄ ÅCÆ#Ç ÈÆÉNÆ6Ê ËcÌ)ÊAÍYÎaÆ#Ï$È ÐÌ$ÑcÒ ÓYÔÊ[ÏÆÑcÕÊ ËkÇ È Æ#ÓYÈ ÑfËWÆÏ
Ê[Ï ÖMÓ:ÊdÈ Ñb×<ØÙHÌ$ÑWÙHÈ ÑGÊ ËcÆNÐØ1ÖMÏ$Ì)ÕÆWÌ$ÑWÙHÓ:Ê[ÏÆÑcÕÊ ËGØÚ
ËcÆ#ÏÛªÆ#Ø1ÛMÇ Æ
ÄMÜfÈ ÇÇ ÝqÊ ËcÆ#ÏÆÚ[ØÏÆÝQÅCÆÞÚ[Ì)È Ê ËWÚ ÖMÇ<È ÑßÎGàáÏÆ#Ç È ÕÈ Ø1ÖMÓ
ÙdÖMÊ[È ÆÓpÌ$ÑcÙGÜfÈ Ç ÇÎaÌ)È ÑWÊ[Ì)È ÑßÌ<ÛMÆÏÓ:Ø1ÑWÌ)ÇNÓ:ÆÑcÓ:Æ ØÚ
ËcØÑcØÏCÈ Ñ Îeà|Ø1Ü6ÑfÇ ÈÚ[Æâ

Explorer Post 369 sold bedding flowers
for their spring fund raiser. 50% of this
money will go to fund the floor project
and 50% to help the members pay their
way to Summer Camp.

Quote of the Month
Edmun Burke

I am proud of the Explorers for the work
that they have done. I look forward to
next year’s Flower Sale.

No passion so effectually robs the mind
of all its powers of acting and reasoning
as fear.
He who fears being conqured is sure of
defeat.
Napoleon I

Ä)ÜfÈ Ç ÇÊ[ÏÆ#Ì)Ó[ÖMÏÆhÎGà6ÍYÎaÆ#Ï$È Ð1Ì$Ñ ËcÆ#Ï$È Ê[Ì)ÕÆ^Ì$ÑWÙYÜfÈ Ç Ç
ÙSØHÌ)Ç ÇÄ Ð1Ì$Ñ?Ê[ØMÛMÏÆÓÆÏ ÉWÆQÌ$ÑWÙbÆÑWÏ$È ÐË?È Êâ
ÄAÜ?ÈÇ Ç]ÏÆ#Ð1ØÕÑWÈ ã ÆqÊ ËWÆqÙSÈ ÕÑWÈÊ àaÌ$ÑWÙTÜfØÏ$Ê ËäØÚÎeà
ÚÆ#Ç ÇØÜ ÎaÆÑ|Ì$ÑWÙQÜfÈ Ç ÇÖMÓ:ÆcÚÌ)È ÏdÛMÇ Ì$àGÌ$ÑWÙ6ÕØØÙdÜfÈ Ç Ç
È ÑfÙSÆ#Ì)Ç È ÑWÕªÜ?ÈÊ Ë?Ê ËcÆÎaâ
ÄÜfÈ Ç ÇÌ)ÐåÖMÈ ÏÆ«Ê ËWÆ«Æ#æÛMÇØÏ$È ÑcÕHÌ)Ê[Ê[ÈÊ ÖMÙSÆQÊ ËcÌ)ÊAÓ:Æ#ÆçÓ
Ê ËcÆGÊ[Ï ÖMÊ ËèÈ ÑéÌ)ÇÇcÊ ËcÈ ÑWÕÓ6Ì$ÑWÙäÌ)ÙdÉNÆÑcÊ ÖMÏÆGØÑèÊ ËcÆ
ÚÏØÑcÊ[È ÆÏÓWØÚ ØÖMÏCÐËWÌ$ÑcÕÈ ÑcÕªÜ?ØÏ$Ç ÙSâ
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